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DISNEY‘S
HOTEL SANTA FE

R O O M S FOOD & BEVERAGES
1000 rooms

pixar cars themed
in 42 pueblos

la cantina (all you can eat)
rio grande bar (bar)
starbucks coffee (coffeehouse)

THEMING

radiator spring from cars & new mexico

S H O P P I N G MORE AT THE HOTEL
trading post
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the ufo
the falling waters
the volcano

free park shuttle
extra magic time
disney character meet & greet
babysitting service
concierge
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DISNEY‘S
HOTEL SANTA FE

1

Cars standard rooms

2

Cars Rio Grande rooms

3

Cars Eldorado room

4

Cars family rooms

The Cars rooms at Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe take you straight to Radiator Springs with
their many details - Lightning McQueen has even found his way into the bathroom. The
rooms have either 2 double beds or 1 double bed & 1 bunk bed. All rooms are suitable
for 4 people. In addition, all rooms have a ceiling fan, which provides some cooling on
hot summer days.
The Rio Grande rooms offer the same facilities as the standard rooms, but are, as their
name says, located on the banks of the Rio Grande & thus somewhat closer to the parks.
The Eldorado rooms are also no different in terms of furnishings, but have a special location: close to all the central facilities of Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe.
Larger families will also find plenty of space at Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe. The hotel has several family rooms equipped with 1 double bed, 1 sofa bed & 1 rollaway bed. So up to 6
people can stay here. The rooms also have 2 bathrooms - especially practical when everyone wants to get ready quickly in the morning for a great day in the parks!
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1

La Cantina

2

Rio Grande Bar

3

Starbucks Coffee

Welcome to Route 66! La Cantina is the all you can eat buffet restaurant at Disney‘s Hotel
Santa Fe and is themed as a rest stop on Route 66 somewhere in New Mexico. The buffet
area represents the exterior of a station with gas station, bakery & co., while the seating
area mirrors the interior; with a fireplace and many pieces of decoration in the style of the
indigenous people of New Mexico.
The bar at Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe invites you to relax in a vibrant atmosphere with its
colourful chairs. Here you can end the evening with a margarita or another delicious
cocktail, sometimes even accompanied by live music.
Thematically appropriate version of a Starbucks, with the familiar offer.
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Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe invites you to explore! Before the Cars theme defined everything
here, the hotel was dedicated to the myths, the legends, the natural phenomena that
have shaped New Mexico & the history of this state, its people & their lives. The hotel
used to be divided into 5 so-called trails that reflected these influences: Infinite Space,
Water, Artefacts, Monuments & Legends. Even though many elements have disappeared,
you can still discover some of them, e.g.:
1

The Ufo

2

The Falling Waters

3

The Volcano

The Trail of Infinite Space ended in front of a crashed UFO partially stuck in the ground.
This UFO stood for the modern myths of the region, one of the most famous of which is
Roswell, where a UFO is said to have crashed.
There is hardly anything that is more important for survival in the barren & hot landscapes
of the region than water. The Trail of Water was dedicated to water, among other things
with steep channels through which the water shot. You can still find these channels today,
even though water no longer flows in them.
A volcano dominates the eastern part of the hotel. It is the last remnant of the Trail of
Legends. In the past, other of the classic legends of the West were also addressed here:
Good & Evil, Silver & Gold and, yes, actually at Disney, even a brothel.
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Trading Post
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Are you in the mood for shopping? Then head to the Trading Post - here you‘ll find great Disney
merchandise.
In addition to Disney souvenirs, you‘ll also find a selection of toiletries and cosmetics in case
you forget something when packing for your trip.
The Trading Post is located on the left-hand side of the long corridor from reception to La
Cantina.
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Free park shuttle

2

Extra Magic Time

3

Disney Character Meet & Greet

4

Babysitting Service

more about the hotel
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Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe offers guests a free shuttle bus to the Disney Parks at Disneyland
Paris. Tip: The walk along Rio Grande, Lake Disney & Disney Village is nicer and often even
quicker!
As a guest of Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe, you can enter the Disney Parks earlier than normal
day guests and experience attractions and meet characters without long queues.
Take the opportunity to meet popular Disney characters, for example Mickey and Goofy in
the hotel - often the first magical experience of the morning.
Would you like to spend an evening with your partner in Disneyland Paris? For example,
go out for a relaxed & delicious meal? Then you can simply book the babysitting service
at Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe.

5

Concierge

During the entire lenght of your stay, the concierge is at your disposal for all your questions, restaurant reservations and more. You will find the concierge desk right next to the
reception.
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Free Coffee

2

The most expensive rooms are not the best!

With the Magic Pass you can get four free coffees (or other hot drinks) a day from the coffee machines in the hotel.
Consider carefully whether a room near the main buildings is worth the extra cost! Many
other rooms are nicer, quieter and closer to the parks and Disney Village.

3

Enjoy the view!

4

The best time for breakfast

5

More about Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe

Even though it‘s a lot of steps, you should definitely take the climb to the top of Building
33 during your stay at Disney‘s Hotel Santa Fe! From here you have a great view over the
Hotel Santa Fe, the Hotel Cheyenne and much further - not quite as grand as from the PanoraMagique balloon, but completely free of charge.

You can find even more information at dein-dlrp! And
if you‘re interested in the history of the hotel after exploring
it hotel, everything is explained in much more detail there.

book here now

If your booking includes breakfast, then you should go for breakfast either at the very beginning or at the very end of the time frame - that‘s when the crowds are at their lowest.
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